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GVC IMPROVES BWINPARTY PROPOSAL
Suitor receives additional funding 
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BwinParty CEO Norbert Teufelberger

Online gaming group GVC Holdings 
has increased its proposal to acquire 
the entire issued and to be issued share 
capital of operator BwinParty to 125.5p 
a share, after securing extra funding. 
The sum of the proposal, which values 
BwinParty at an approximate £1.03bn, 
is an increase from the previously 
confirmed total of 122.5p a share 
that was announced last month. That 
had followed the confirmation of a 
proposal of 110p a share in July, with 
GVC first announcing it had made a 
proposal to acquire BwinParty in May. 

A communications agency speaking 
on behalf of GVC told GI Friday that 
the latest announcement does not 
refer to a new proposal and that  
the current proposal has developed 
after GVC secured extra funding to 
finance a potential deal, although the 
agency was not authorised to identify 
any providers of the extra funding.  
It was however confirmed that Amaya  
is no longer part of GVC’s plans  
to acquire BwinParty. 

The current proposal would be 
financed by a combination of the 
issuance of new GVC shares to 
BwinParty shareholders and a €400m 
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FROM FRONT PAGE 
senior secured loan provided by 
affiliates of private investment firm 
Cerberus Capital Management.

It was confirmed prior to GVC’s 
announcement of the 122.5p a share 
proposal last month that the boards 
of BwinParty and fellow operator 888 
Holdings had reached an agreement 
on the terms of a recommended offer 
for BwinParty of 104.09p a share. 

GVC said last Friday: “GVC is working 
closely with BwinParty and its advisers 
with a view to progressing the 
remaining open aspects of its  
proposal to enable the BwinParty 
board to make a full evaluation of the 
proposal. GVC anticipates that this work 
should conclude within the next five to 
10 business days.” GVC reiterated that 
there can be no certainty that an official 
offer for BwinParty will be made. 

BwinParty, which is led by CEO  
Norbert Teufelberger, confirmed it 
is working closely with GVC and its 
advisers but said that “BwinParty’s 
directors’ unanimous recommendation 
of 888 Holdings plc’s offer is unchanged” 
by GVC’s latest announcement.

KEY POINTS
• GVC has improved its proposal to 
acquire BwinParty after securing 
extra funding 
• Proposal has now increased to 
125.5p a share
• Boards of 888 and BwinParty have 
already agreed the terms of  
a recommend offer

 FINANCIAL
IGT REPORTS Q2 NET LOSS 
Figure approaches $117m

Supplier IGT has reported a net loss of 
$116.9m for the second quarter of 2015, 
compared to net income of $55m for the 
same period last year. The results translate 
into a net loss per share of 59 cents.

The supplier’s income was affected by 
Q2 interest expenses of $122m compared 
to $56m last year, reflecting the 
increased debt incurred by GTech when 
it acquired IGT, keeping the IGT name.

The Q2 earnings report represents 
the first time the combined version 
of IGT and GTech has reported its 
earnings as a single entity following 
the combination of the companies in 
April. Quarterly revenue for IGT was 
$1.29bn, a year-on-year increase of 36%.

IGT chief executive Marco Sala said: 
“As anticipated, our second quarter 
results reflect the stable growth 
characteristics of our global lottery 
operations and a meaningful sequential 
improvement in our gaming operations.”

KEY POINT
• $166.9m loss reported by IGT for Q2

 FINANCIAL
FALL IN PROFITS FOR  
LADBROKES AND WILLIAM HILL
Operators suffer double-digit drops
Ladbrokes has recorded a 32% year-on-
year decrease in group operating profit 
for the first six months of 2015, from 
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£56.8m to £38.9m. The UK operator’s H1 
pre-tax profit also dropped compared 
to the same period in 2014, from £44m 
to £24.7m. Ladbrokes’ figures are 
‘headline’ numbers which do not include 
high rollers or exceptional items.

William Hill also experienced a 
decline in operating profit for the 
first half of the year, reporting a fall 
of 12% from £176.9m to £155.7m.

Both firms have been hit by the 
December 2014 introduction of a new UK 
point-of-consumption regime as well as 
an increase in machine games duty from 
20% to 25%. However both recorded 
increases in net revenue, with Ladbrokes’ 

rising from £577.8m to £585.4m and 
William Hill’s from £805.2m to £808.1m.

Ladbrokes CEO Jim Mullen 
[pictured] said: “While we have some 
encouraging consumer trends, we 
need to reset the business and invest.”

KEY POINT
• Ladbrokes profit declines 
32%, William Hill 12%

 ASIA
JAPAN CASINO BILL ABANDONED
Legislation will not progress 
during current session
Japan’s Liberal Democratic Party 
(LDP) has abandoned efforts to push 
through a bill to legalise casinos 
during the current session of the Diet, 
the Japanese parliament, according 
to the Shingetsu News Agency.

The Bill to Promote the Development 
of Integrated Resorts has been sacrificed 
by the LDP in order to focus on the 
passage of other bills, including security 
measures such as Legislation for Peace 
and Security, report Asia Gaming Brief. 
A recent survey by Japanese newspaper 

the Tokyo Shimbun found 65% of 
people oppose the bill compared to 
30% in support. No time frame has 
been provided concerning when the 
legislation may be aired once more. 

Meanwhile in South Korea, 34 
companies including Grand Korea  
Leisure and Kolon Global are competing 
to win two licences to build and operate 
an integrated casino resort exclusive 
to foreigners. The two licensees are 
set to be chosen by December.

KEY POINT
• Bill to legalise casinos 
abandoned in Japan
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 GUEST COLUMNIST
“GETTING YOUR BRAND NOTICED”

By Štěpánka 
Chmelařová 
Marketing 
manager, 
Endorphina

 
 

“There is nothing worse than having 
generous investors, top developers, 
an elite sales team, an ace product but 
zero clients. Maybe it’s just because 
nobody knows about your brand yet. 

Digital presence
There could be a lot said about SEO, 
website, mobile, email, AdWords etc. 
I’m going to highlight just one thing 
– be human. Don’t talk at people but 
talk to them. You may have heard 
this phrase a few times but there are 
very few brands out there that act 
human on social channels. From my 
personal experience, Twitter is the 
best platform to really talk to people, 
show them that you care about what 
they have to say and appreciate 
their support. Start to mention 
other brands and people in your 
tweets or other social posts and I can 
guarantee that you will get noticed. 

Events
We have been pretty active in going 
to i-gaming events. It creates a great 
buzz around your brand and you 
have something to talk about across 
all the channels. Most importantly 
you get seen, which is essential. 
Some events are better than others. 

In general, if you have a feeling that 
it’s not a good one, it will probably 
turn out that you are right. Saying 
that, when you are a start-up, even 
going to smaller events is great for 
putting your brand in front of people. 

If you’re a newbie, you must be 
thinking: can we afford it? Well, it’s not 
cheap, but at Endorphina we spend 
very little money on advertising and 
we tend to do everything in-house 
to keep costs as low as possible.

In conclusion, going to events 
is expensive. But not going is 
even more expensive because 
you’re losing the opportunities 
to build personal relationships. 

Personal connections
LinkedIn is great, Facebook is fun, 
Skype is awesome, email is helpful – 
but what are really important, even 
these days, are personal connections. 
Everyone is willing to help someone 
who they have met rather than 
someone they haven’t – well, if you 
make a good first impression. 

You’re probably not going to get 
a free full-page advert but you may 
get a chance to write a column like 
this, or you may get an invitation to 
become a speaker at an i-gaming 
event and other advantages. 

It’s so easy to get to know industry 
people in person. I haven’t been 
swimming in the i-gaming pool for 
too long but I realised that there 
are not that many new faces after 
I attended a few gaming events. 

What is the key then? 
It may sound like a cliché but it’s 
the consistency. It takes time to 
get noticed by potential clients, 
media partners, uncle Google and 

the general public. You also need to 
be consistent and persistent within 
the company. Don’t give up on your 
strategy plan even if you need to 
make updates. Making changes is 
fine – if they’re good changes and 
there aren’t thousands of them. 

I’ll get noticed today
Probably not. If you are a marketer, 
you probably know that even though 
we love to have a marketing plan, 
communication strategy and brand 
identity, we have a lot of enemies 
in the office whose job it is to ruin 
our plans. For example, the finance 
department that guards every 
single penny and doesn’t allow you 
any advertising, or the IT guys who 
probably think that ‘deadline’ is a 
bad word. Or, for instance, your boss 
who has the most brilliant ideas 
which usually mean a complete 
remake of the brand identity. 

Getting your brand noticed is just 
phase one of your marketing job. The 
next stages are much more difficult. 
You need to establish your brand as 
a trustworthy partner that others 
want to do business with. What’s even 
harder? Not to disappoint their trust.”

Štěpánka Chmelařová started in 
marketing in 2010 as a brand manager 
for the Rip Curl surf brand. She 
moved to the UK in 2012, working 
as a marketing executive and in new 
business support at digital agency 
Freestyle Interactive. She returned to 
the Czech Republic in 2014 and started 
her career with Endorphina. She can 
be contacted at @SChmelarova or 
s.chmelarova@endorphina.com.

OUT NOW: Look out for the July/August issue of Gambling 
Insider’s print magazine, featuring a Regulation Special 
as we present, analyse and assess the latest and most 
important legislative developments from across the 
globe, including the UK, Europe and North America


